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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research was to determine if L98 (Tsuxiit / Luna) emits vocal
calls. During daily monitoring procedures, underwater recordings of L98 were
made in Nootka Sound from September to October 2003. Acoustic analysis
reveals L98 using three main calls in Nootka Sound (L98_1, L98_2, L98_3). L98
can be identified by frequent use of two calls (L98_1 and L98_3). These calls
are comparative to southern resident killer whale common calls S1 and S19 of
K and L pod respectively. The L2 matriline have been known to use both the S1
and S19 calls. This research and baseline data on southern resident killer whale
isolated call behaviour, could further studies on killer whale communication.

INTRODUCTION

Killer whales, Orcinus orca, are the largest member of the dolphin family. They
inhabit all oceans of the world (Bigg et al. 1987). Individual killer whales are
identified from dorsal fin, saddle and eye-patch markings. Males reach 9m and
weigh up to five tonnes when fully grown at 20 years old. Male life span is 50 to
60 years of age (average 30). Males have large pectoral fins, 1.8m tall straight
dorsal fins, and the tips of their tail flukes curve down. Females get to 7m and
weigh four tonnes. Females have a 0.9m tall, hooked-dorsal fin. Potential life
span for females is 80 to 90 years old (average 50). Males start maturing at 12 to
14 years old and females calve for the first time at 14 to 15 years old. Gestation
period is 16 to 17 months (Ford et al. 2000 p.23). An average female produces
four to six calves until 40 years old. Calves are 2.5m long at birth and weigh
on average 200kg. Calving peaks between fall and spring and neonate (first 6
months) is quite high at 40% (COSEWIC 2001).

Populations of killer whales are made up of related units called matrilines, pods,
and clans. A matrilineal group is a tight cohesive unit of killer whales comprised
of the oldest female and up to four generations of her descendants (Bigg et
al. 1990). Pods are the usual social group of killer whales and are made up of
related matrilines. Clans are comprised of related pods that share vocal calls.
In British Columbia, there are four sympatric populations of killer whales that
differ in diet, acoustic behaviour, morphology, and genetics (Barrett-Lennard
2001). There are two populations of fish eaters; called northern and southern
residents, a population of meat eaters; called transients, and a fourth type that
rarely comes into coastal waters; called offshores (Ford and Ellis 1999 p.11).



The southern resident killer whales are a trans-boundary (Washington and BC)
population. Their numbers are low (84 individuals), and have recently declined
between 1995 and 2001 by 20% (Bain 2002). The Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC 2001) lists the southern resident
killer whale population as endangered. Threats to these animals include
pollutants, decline in salmon stocks, and vessel disturbances.

L98 (Tsuxiit / Luna) comes from the southern resident community of British
Columbian endangered killer whales (Figure 1). L98 is a male and was born in
1999 to L pod and the L2 matriline. On September 19, 1999, Splash, known to
researchers as L67, swam by the west side of the San Jaun Islands with a brand
new baby calf, L98. During the next week, L98 was seen with both L67 and K18,
Kiska an older matriarch from K pod (LSP 2003). L98 is the first grandchild of
L2 (Grace) and the first documented calf for L67. L2 and her family are one
of the most cohesive family groups among the southern resident community.
L pod returned in the spring of 2000 and L98 survived its first winter. During
the winter of 2001, seven whales, from the southern resident community, went
missing. Six of these whales were from L pod including L98 and his uncle L39
(Orcan). Resident killer whales live in tight family groups so when individuals
do not return with their families to their coastal summer hunting grounds they
are presumed to have died. In July 2001, a solitary juvenile male killer whale
was found in Nootka Sound and identified as L98. It is unknown why L98
ended up in Nootka Sound. As a lone social animal L98 started approaching
boats and people unintentionally reinforced this behaviour by making contact
with the juvenile whale. Scientists have determined through observations and
behavioral assessments that it is unlikely L98 will reunite with L pod. Concerns
for the public and whale's safety has led the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans to conclude that L98 needs to be moved back to his natal waters of
Southern Vancouver Island.

Killer whales have adapted to their murky environments by utilizing sound as
a communication device. Vocalizations of resident killer whales include clicks,
whistles, and pulsed calls. A series of clicks are used to echolocate prey
and the marine landscape. Whistles are tones used for close-range motivation
(Thomsen et al. 2001). A unique social structure has functioned to produce pod-
specific dialects (Ford 1991). The vocal dialect of killer whales is made up of
rapid pulses of sound energy that have high and low frequency components
that may follow different time contours. There are three categories of killer
whale pulsed calls: aberrant, variable, and discrete. Aberrant calls, are
uncommon, and increase during socializing activities (Ford 1989). Variable
calls, are alternative forms, and appear to carry information about emotional
state of the vocalizing individual. Discrete calls dominate killer whale acoustics
and seem to maintain group cohesion, coordination, and convey group identity
(Ford and Fisher 1983). Discrete calls emit rapid pulses of high-energy sound
and contain harmonics. Pod dialects consist of seven to 17 (ave 10) discrete
call types (Ford 1991). A pod?s vocal repertoire of discrete calls is stable for
over 28 years (Ford 1991).



The first objective of this study was to determine if L98 was making discrete
vocal calls. The second objective was to identify if L98 was using K and L pod
calls. Resident killer whales live all their lives in stable social groups and use
vocals to communicate. If these complex calls were a learned behavioural trait
then a young killer whale traveling between pods would emit both family calls.
The final objective was to document isolated wild southern resident killer whale
call behaviour. This report describes discrete call repertoire of L98 in Nootka
Sound, British Columbia. It provides an acoustic signature to follow L98 after
relocation release. L98's calls are comparable to southern resident killer whale
K and L pod common calls.

Figure 1. Map of known distributions of southern and northern communities of resident killer
whale pods in British Columbia, Canada (modified from Ford 1991).

METHODS and MATERIALS

Recordings



Samples of L98’s calls were recorded on separate days throughout Nootka
Sound between September and October 2003. Fieldwork was conducted from
an eighteen-foot rigid-hull inflatable zodiac. All recordings were made with
engines off, at approximately 500 meters from the whale. Acoustic recordings
were made using an Aquarian hydrophone, fitted with a cassette recorder (Sony
TCM – S66V), and SA-X 90 (High Bias IEC II / Type II) tape. Tape recordings were
later digitized to compact disk for quantitative analysis.

Acoustic Analysis

Initially, calls were identified by ear and hand notations were made using
symbols that represented pitch and temporal patterns. Sound and structure
were used to identify discrete call types. Canary acoustic software was used to
covert vocalizations into spectrograms, which served to quantify calls. Pulsed
calls were classed into two types: discrete and miscellaneous. Miscellaneous
calls were used infrequently (less than three times), highly variable, or aberrant
and not used in analysis. Discrete calls were classified alphanumerically.
Numbers were assigned arbitrarily in the order in which calls were identified.
The letters NS precede call numbers and indicate calls were recorded in Nootka
Sound. Quantitative measurements were made of call duration, fundamental
frequency, and repetition rates of harmonic side-band intervals (SBI). A total
of 207 calls were recorded from L98 and inspected. Tape recordings were
divided into 10 min intervals to examine frequency distribution of call types.
Data was compared using analysis of variance, Bartlett’s test for homogeneity
of variances, and Scheffé’s comparison of means.
Calls of Southern Residents (Ford 1991)

The southern resident killer whale community is comprised of three pods J,
K, and L. These pods make up the acoustic J clan as they share certain calls.
J clan uses 26 different call types and none of these calls are heard from
the northern resident killer whales. These three pods share four calls S6, S8,
S10, and S42. J pod produces 17 different call types, K pod 10, and L pod
15. Common calls of J pod include S1, S2, S4, S7, S42 and S44; K pod S1
S4, S7, S16, and S17; L pod S2, S16, S17, S18, S19, S22, S36, and S42. J pod
produces calls S1 and S7 while foraging whereas S2, S44, S42, and S1 are
common while traveling. Of the 26 J clan calls 7 are used only by L pod. Calls
heard by the L pod while they are foraging include S18, S19, and S22. Calls S2,
S8, S40 dominant while they are traveling. Unlike J clan the northern resident
killer whales (clans A, G, R) do not use different calls for different activities and
vocalize while resting.

RESULTS

A total of 207 pulsed calls were identified including 203 discrete and 4
miscellaneous calls (Table I).



Table I. Southern resident killer whale, L98, pulsed-call analysis in Nootka Sound, BC,
(September to October 2003).

Duration, fundamental frequency at maximum density, and repetition-rate of
harmonic side-band intervals (SBI) were measured. L98 uses 3 main discrete
call types in Nootka Sound, L98_1, L98_2, and L98_3. Figure 2 shows the first
call (L98_1), recorded from L98 in Nootka Sound, BC, consisted on average
1.2s, 2.4kHz fundamental frequency, and 1.3kHz/s harmonic side-band interval
(SBI).

Figure 2. Time versus frequency contour (spectrogram) of L98's first call in Nootka Sound
(L98_1).

The second call L98 utilized, L98_2, was on average 0.5s, 3.2kHz fundamental
frequency, and 3.3kHz/s SBI (Figure 3).



Figure 3. Spectrogram of L98's second call in Nootka Sound (L98_2).

The third call, L98_3, was on average 3.5s, 1.8kHz at fundamental frequency,
and had a repetition rate of 0.9kHz/s between harmonic SBI (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Spectrogram of L98's third call type (L98_3) used in Nootka Sound.

Figure 5 shows how L98 uses L98_1 twice in a series.

Figure 5. Spectrogram of L98's use of the first call (L98_1) twice.

L98 uses call L98_2 before call NS3 (Figure 6).



Figure 6. Spectrogram of L98's use of call L98_2 before L98_3.

Figure 7 shows how L98's calls echo through Nootka Sound.

Figure 7. Time versus frequency spectrogram of L98_1 with echoes.

Table II shows proportion of L98's calls use in Nootka Sound, British Columbia.

Table II. Proportions of L98 use of discrete calls in Nootka Sound (2003).

The average percent frequency distribution of calls was 45% for L98_1, 19% for
L98_2, and 36% for L98 call L98_3 in Nootka Sound (Figure 8).



Figure 8. Proportion of L98’s calls in Nootka Sound, BC (September to October 2003).

Calls L98_1, L98_2, and L98_3 of L98 are similar to common calls S1, S36, and
S19 of the southern residents (Figure 9).

a. L98_1
b. S1

c. L98_2
d. S36

e. L98_3



f. S19
Figure 9. Discrete calls of L98 (a. L98_1, c. L98_2, e. L98-3) and the southern resident killer

whales (b. S1 and S3, d. S36, f. S19).

DISCUSSION

This is an initial report on the bioacoustical analysis of L98's discrete call use
in Nootka Sound, BC. The first objective was to determine if L98 was making
discrete calls. The second was to identify whether L98 was making southern
resident K and L pod calls. The third was to provide baseline data on resident
killer whale call use in isolation.

The solitary southern resident endangered killer whale L98 is using three main
discrete calls in Nootka Sound. These calls emit a great echo up the fjords of
the Nootka Sound inlets and L98 may be using them for social stimulation. L98
is utilizing three main discrete call types L98_1, L98_2, and L93. L98 uses calls
L98_1 and L98_3 most frequently. These calls make up L98's acoustic
signature and can be used to track the animal upon release. Upon comparison
to Orcalab's 2004 Nootka Sound recordings L98 is utilizing the same acoustic
signature.

Discrete calls are very complex behaviours and seem to be transmitted
through mimicry. There have been a number of observations of killer whales
with different regional ancestries regularly imitating calls of their tank mates. A
killer whale calf selectively learned its mother's dialect with another whale in
the pool. Vocal mimicry has also been witnessed in wild killer whales.
Transmission of call features exists between matrilines (Deeke et al. 2000).
Calls L98_2 and L98_3 are like common calls of L pod. Call L98_1 is similar in
structure to the southern resident K pod call S1. L98 could be using this K pod
call from traveling with K18 as a calf. Synchronization is a fundamental trait of
killer whale social behaviour. Whales breath air and a newborn calf needs to
synchronize breathing with its mother to find air. This survival need would
positively reinforce vocal mimicry behaviour by maximizing cohesion. The L2



matriline have been known to use call S1. Further research is needed to
identify frequency of call use within the L2 matriline. This could reveal if L98
were using K18's or the L2 matrilineal call repertoire.

This study reports that L98 is using an acoustic signature that is made up of
three J clan calls. Two are L pod common calls and one is a K pod common
call. All these calls are used by L98's family the L2 matriline. Documentation of
lone killer whale isolated call behaviour could expand knowledge on killer
whale communication.
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